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Summary:

 

This case was concerned with the authority of tribal police to search and temporarily detain a non-
Indian traveling on a federal right-of-way through Indian territory. Ultimately, the Supreme Court
ruled in favor of the U.S., affirming that tribes had the right to stop and briefly search anybody
within their Native territory.

Introduction:  

 
United States v. Cooley was primarily concerned with the “scope of tribal law enforcement officers' search-and-

seizure authority,” with the decision posing existential ramifications for the safety of reservations. When Crow Tribe

of Montana Officer James Saylor detained Joshua Cooley, who had pulled off to the side of the road in Indian

Country on U.S. Route 212, he seized firearms and drug paraphernalia from Cooley’s car. Cooley was then

transferred to state law enforcement, who arrested him and indicted him with drug and weapons related felonies.

Endeavoring to lessen his sentence, Cooley moved to suppress the evidence obtained by Officer Saylor during the

stop, arguing that Saylor was operating beyond the limits of his jurisdiction as a tribal officer. The U.S. District Court

of Montana agreed, stating that as a tribal officer, Cooley had no right to stop or search a non-Indian offender on a

federal road running through the reservation. On appeal, the case was affirmed by the U.S. Court of Appeals for

the 9th Circuit, which mandated a new standard in which tribal law enforcement were deprived of the “authority to

briefly stop and conduct a limited investigation of a non-Indian,” on non-Indian fee lands, even when there was

“reasonable suspicion they have committed a crime.” Before detaining, tribal law officers were now required to first

determine the Indian status of both the suspect and the land, an excessive procedure in both complication and

time. This effectively eliminated the ability to investigate potential threats to public welfare, creating the conditions of

a “safe haven” for non-Indian assailants of women. 

 

Significance of United States v. Cooley
- With more than “95 percent of Native American and Alaska Native” survivors of sexual violence
being victimized by non-Indian perpetrators, the MMIWT2S+ crisis cannot be addressed unless
tribal officers are able to investigate and temporarily detain any potential offenders on
reservations.
-  The retained sovereignty the Court determined the Crow Tribe has is a win in the fight against
MMIWT2S+, but the United States limited the revolutionary potential of this case, fighting not
for “full-blown arrest authority” and restored sovereignty for tribes, but “limited detention and
investigatory authority” for the purpose of enhancing non-tribal law enforcement activities at the
state and federal level. 

United States v. Cooley Legal Background  
Before colonization Native nations had fully developed systems of law and governance, and initially, the federal

government regarded tribes as completely sovereign entities. This quickly devolved with the Cherokee Nation v.

Georgia in 1831 wherein it was first determined that Indian nations were nothing more than “domestic dependents.”

Here the Supreme Court ruled that tribes lost full sovereignty during colonization, laying the groundwork for a

modern era of legal decisions furthering the colonial project.
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Conclusion: 
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In 1885 Congress passed the Major Crimes Act (MCA), which expanded the federal government’s control over

Indian territory by granting the federal government concurrent jurisdiction over specific enumerated crimes committed

by a Native person and on tribal land. This was followed by Public Law 280 in 1953, which allowed the federal

government to delegate criminal jurisdiction over Indian territory to some states. Enacted without the consent of

tribes and without additional funding to help states manage the new burden placed on law enforcement, state and

local police were often unwilling or unable to fulfill their new responsibilities in Indian country. In states without Public

Law 280, especially ones lacking tribal police capabilities, federal law enforcement remained responsible for

responding to crimes of domestic violence perpetrated by non-Indians. However, federal agencies most often do

not prioritize gender-based violence. This is evidenced by the fact that the U.S. Attorney's Office declined to

prosecute “46 percent of assault matters and 67 percent of sexual abuse and related matters” in fiscal years 2005

through 2009. When federal police do respond, an Assistant U.S. Attorney in Michigan explained, “crime must be

severe to... confer federal jurisdiction under the Major Crimes Act” which, “requires stitches, almost a dead body” for

prosecution. Similarly, for tribes covered under Public Law 280 and without tribal law enforcement, if state and local

law enforcement agencies choose not to respond in adequate capacity, given the lack of federal jurisdiction, there is

no means of legally protecting Natives from the ongoing MMIWGT2S+ crisis either. Given that both state and federal

police fail to fulfill even the most basic of their responsibilities to protect Native nations it is critical for the tribal police

that exist to retain their rights to arrest any and all perpetrators on the reservation. For many Native communities, the

limited tribal policing available is their only hope in protection, documentation, investigation, and legal justice. 


